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(6.) ' O Mensch bewein' dein' Sunde gross' 
('O man, thy heavy sin lament,' No. 35). This 
movement, 'almost incredibly enriched by every 
known resource of art to intensify expression,' * is in 
the form of an organ chorale-fantasia, and stood 
originally at the beginning of the 'St. John ' Passion. 
The chorale melody first appeared in the Strassburg 
'Deutschen Kirchenamt' ('German church-office') 
of 1525. There it is set to a hymn on the 
119th Psalm, written by Greiter, monk and choir- 
singer of Strassburg Cathedral. In the same year it 
was set to the Passion hymn from which it took its 
name. The melody soon won great popularity. In 
the 'Heidelberg Gesangbuch' of 1573 it is assigned 
to no less than thirty-two hymns. 

(7.) 'In dich hab' ich gehoffet, Herr' ('In Thee, 
Lord, have I hoped,' No. 38). The text of the 
chorale is a version of the 3Ist Psalm, written about 
the year 1533 by Adam Reussner. Bach here has 
introduced the fifth verse, the first line of which is 
'Mir hat die Welt oft zugericht.'I The melody was 
composed by Seth Calvisius.4 It first appeared in 
Sunderreiter's 'Davids Himlische Harpffen' of 1581 ; 
then in Calvisius's 'Hymni sacri Latini et Germanici' 
of I594. In Schein's 'Cantional' of 1627 it had 
assumed a form differing but little from that which 
Bach has used. Reussner's hymn is also associated 
with another melody, an organ arrangement of which 
occurs in Bach's 'Orgel-biichlein': 

(See Zahn's 'Die Melodien, &c.,' No. 246Ta.) 
SETH CALVISIUS, 1581. 
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(8.) ' Werde munter, mein Gemiithe' (' Be joyful, 
my soul,' No. 49). Both words and melody of the 
chorale-the former written by Johann Rist, the latter 
composed by Johann Schop-appeared in 1642. Bach 
here has used the fourth verse, 'Bin ich gleich von dir 
gewichen ' (' Although I have forsaken Thee '). 

In the preparation of the text of the 'St. Matthew' 
Passion Bach had the co-operation of a poet who, 
though he lacked deep feeling, was yet a skilled and 
sympathetic writer of sacred verse. How much of the 
text is due to Bach and how much to Picander cannot 
be exactly stated. The original verses are the work of 
Picander. The fact that he several times published 
these alone suggests that he had no particular interest 
in the rest of the text. Bach certainly chose the 
chorales. 'It is just in the insertion of these chorale 
strophes,' says Schweitzer, 'that the full depth of 
Bach's poetic nature is revealed. It would be impos- 
sible to find, in the whole of the hymns of the German 
Church, a verse better fitted to its particular purpose 
than the one Bach has selected.' 

* See Parry's 'Life of Bach,' p. 270. 
tThe verse may be literally translated thus: 'The world has oft 

made havoc of me with wicked net of falsehood and deceit and with 
secret snare. Verily, Lord, take hold of me in danger and protect me 
against treacherous malice.' 

See Dr. C. Sanford Terry's ' Bach's Chorals,' p. i6. 

THE MELODIC POVERTY OF MODERN 

MUSIC. 

BY HUGH ARTHUR SCOTT. 

By melodic poverty I mean not only the lack of 
melody proper, but of thematic interest in general. 

As regards the lack of actual melody the complaint 
is as old no doubt as music-or thereabouts. Probably 
if we knew the truth there were grumblings on this 
point even among the Cave-dwellers, and prehistoric 
progressives doubtless had to defend themselves, even 
as Schinberg and Stravinsky to-day, against the gibes 
of their less enlightened contemporaries. And from 
that time to this the charge, as we may well believe, 
has never been lacking. In recent times certainly 
it has been common enough. Nothing is more familiar 
than the cry of the unfcultivated, or semi-cultivated, 
amateur that there is no melody in classical music, and 
in nine cases out of ten, it may be agreed, it means 
nothing more than inability on the part of the objector 
to appreciate the less obvious melody of the great 
masters and the primitive preference of the musical 
illiterate for square-cut tunes of the cheaper kind. 

But as there are melodies and melodies, so also there 
are different kinds of tunelessness, and I am concerned 
just now, not with Bach's indifference to rag-time or 
the inferiority of Beethoven's tunes to those of, say, 
Mr. Nat D. Ayer or Mr. Leslie Stuart, but with the 
neglect of melody of the right sort and the really 
legitimate kind by modern composers of the more 
serious order. For no one will be disposed to deny 
that while serious music is often independent of melody 
in the more obvious sense, yet even in the most serious 
music there is-to put it moderately-a legitimate 
place for it, as countless examples from the great 
masters attest. From Bach onwards all the most 
eminent composers down to comparatively recent 
times have been great melodists in the popular as 
well as in what may be called the classical sense- 
that is to say, have been inventors of fine tunes of the 
square-cut, symmetrical kind, which even the least 
cultivated hearer can recognise and enjoy as such. 

Bach did not put tunes of this kind into his fugues, 
certainly, or into other works in which they would have 
been out of place, but he could always provide them 
when he wished to-instance such things as the slow 
movement of the Violin Double Concerto, the great 
Air for the G string (so-called), the lovely song 'Mein 
gliubiges Herz,' and numerous other examples which 
could be quoted. What a melodist, in the more 
restricted as well as the wider sense, Handel was 
no one needs telling, while it is equally unnecessary 
to labour the point in the case of the creator of 
'Le Nozze' and 'Don Giovanni.' Haydn again is 
full of tune of the most shameless kind, and 
Beethoven's powers under this head are known to all. 

At the same time Beethoven demonstrated more 
powerfully perhaps than any other composer who has 
ever lived, putting aside Bach, how entirely indepen- 
dent of tune in the popular sense is the greatest 
music-how the very noblest music may be written 
from which tune or melody of this obvious, four-square 
kind may be absolutely lacking. Countless examples 
could be given-in fact the greater number of 
Beethoven's noblest inspirations fall within this 
category, beginning with the immortal opening 
subject of the C minor Symphony itself, which not 
only has no pretensions to be considered a tune, but 
could not even be reckoned a melodic fragment. 
Indeed the thematic resources of the classical com- 
posers as developed by Beethoven and exhibited in 
his works might be classified roughly under three 
heads. 
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In the first place you have themes which, without 
being melodies or possessing even any melodic charm, 
are yet so original and characteristic that they are 
just as distinctive and attractive to the hearer-and 
for the purposes of treatment and development even 
more useful to the composer. The best known 
example of this class is doubtless the famous 
C minor Symphony theme already referred to, though 
this is only one of scores and scores which could be 
quoted. 

Secondly, there are themes composed of melodic 
fragments which without being complete and rounded 
tunes are yet full of charm and beauty in themselves 
in the purely melodic sense and apart altogether from 
the question of harmonization, treatment, or develop- 
ment. The opening subject of the Pastoral Symphony 
supplies a good example in this case. It is not a tune 
or even a melody (if one may draw a distinction 
between the two), but it is eminently tuneful and 
melodious, and as such is a theme quite different in 
character from the rugged, uncompromising, absolutely 
non-melodic fragment which does duty in the case of 
the C minor. In the same class might be included too 
the opening of the Eroica Symphony, though the 
melodic element is hardly so pronounced in this case 
as in that from the Pastoral. 

Thirdly, there are full-blown tunes of the completely 
rounded and symmetrical order, of which the best- 
known example in the symphonies is of course the 
great tune which constitutes the crown and climax of 
the mighty Ninth. 

For simplicity's sake, however, we may ignore the 
subdivisions and speak simply of two broadly 
distinctive classes of themes-(i) the non-melodic, 
and (2) the melodic; and I should be disposed to 
say at a rough computation that down to compara- 
tively recent times the two different types were 
employed by the leading masters in the ratio of about 
six of one and half-a-dozen of the other-though 
investigation would go to show no doubt that most 
composers have their own preference and tendencies 
in the matter. What is certain, however, and what I 
am more particularly concerned to point out at present, 
is that all the great classical composers of the past 
have been able to produce themes of both kinds-the 
melodic as well as the non-melodic-as they have 
required the one sort or the other. 

It would be tedious to multiply examples in illustra- 
tion of such a familiar fact, for no one assuredly will 
be bold enough to deny that Schubert, Schumann, 
Chopin, Mendelssohn, and the rest were all plenteously 
endowed in this matter, while down to comparatively 
recent times at least no less could certainly be said of 
all their more famous successors. Take Wagner for 
instance. While his methods did not leave much 
room in the ordinary way for full-blown tunes, yet as 
we all know he could provide these without the 
smallest difficulty, and of the noblest quality, too, 
when he wanted-in proof whereof it is only necessary 
to recall such things as the Schusterlied and the 
Prize Song from 'Die Meistersinger,' while as to 
melodies of the fragmentary type, they are to be 
found in the richest profusion on almost any page of 
his scores. 

Certainly Wagner was a greater melodist than 
Brahms, though the latter could also do good work 
in this way when he chose, which was, however, not 
very often, except in the case of his songs, and even in 
them not by any means always. Yet the author of 
such songs as 'Die Mainacht,' 'Meine Liebe ist griin,' 
and countless others which might be named, could 
certainly not be reckoned deficient in the melodic gift, 
even if he was less disposed to use it in the shape of 
definite organized tunes in his ordinary instrumental 

works than some at least of his predecessors. And in 
the case of the less important masters of the same 
period, such as Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Dvorak, Smetana, 
and the rest, the same no less emphatically implies. 

Coming to composers of the present day, we are 
struck at once with an altogether different state of 
things. So far at least as most of the younger men 
are concerned, it might almost be said that actual 
rounded tune has ceased to exist altogether, while 
thematic interest of even the non-melodic kind is only 
a degree less hard to find. You get themes of a sort, 
no doubt, but how little they go for! How little 
importance the composer himself seems to attach to 
them as a rule ! Rather they seem to be employed 
more often than not merely as a means to an end, 
almost as an unavoidable necessity, if not a necessary 
evil, and not, as in the case of the older masters, with 
any thought of their being in any way arresting or 
beautiful in themselves. Material seemingly goes for 
nothing, and treatment is absolutely everything. Nay, 
it might almost seem with some to be reckoned a 
point of honour to select deliberately the most 
forbidding material, as if with the misguided notion 
of bringing out all the more clearly in this way the 
skilfulness of the treatment. Music of this kind 
might be likened to exquisitely-wrought jewellery, 
the effect of which is almost entirely destroyed by the 
wretched quality and unattractive character of the 
stones and metals employed in its making. Or better, 
perhaps, one might liken it to poetry developing with 
the utmost elaboration and literary art the most 
insignificant ideas. The maximum of skill and 
labour is expended on the treatment of the least 
worthy themes. 

Debussy and Ravel supply cases in point, though they 
are by no means the worst offenders. Their scores 
might be considered to be teeming with melody and 
thematic interest, indeed, compared with Sch6nberg's, while Scriabin in his later works seems to get some- 
times almost as near to the irreducible minimum in 
this respect. And the leading of these bigger men is 
faithfully followed by the smaller fry. It seems in 
fact to be the exception rather than the rule to find 
anything approaching a really attractive theme in the 
older sense of the term in the music of any composer 
belonging to what may be called the ultra-modern 
school. The fact is so notorious, indeed, that I 
imagine few would be disposed to dispute it. 

I do not say, of course, that examples to the 
contrary might not be found here and there; but 
speaking broadly, it can hardly be gainsaid, I fancy, 
that the themes favoured by the most 'advanced' 
composers of to-day are utterly different in this matter 
of character and charm from those of the great 
masters of the past. And by this I do not mean 
merely that the type of theme has altered, for there 
would be nothing surprising in that, but that thematic 
interest itself has practically ceased to exist or even 
to be striven for. The difference is one, not of degree 
or of character, but of kind. Whereas in the old days 
you had definite themes which if not necessarily 
melodious were at least always characteristic and 
arresting in some way or other, to-day you have as a 
rule not even an attempt at anything of the sort. 

Such a state of things is very remarkable, and 
would indeed be almost incredible if the facts did not 
attest its existence. For by ignoring in this way the 
claims of melody and thematic interest the composers 
of to-day are deliberately relinquishing, without the 
slightest corresponding gain, what should be one of 
their most invaluable resources. To realise this it is 
needful only to recall how all-powerful is still the 
effect of definite melody even in the case of the most 
serious music and the most highly-cultivated hearers. 
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No experience is more familiar indeed than to 
observe how even the severest and, so to speak, most 
' classical,' audience is stirred directly a bit of obvious 
tune makes its appearance. Is it Bach's double 
Concerto? It is the song-like slow movement which 
invariably produces the greatest impression on most. 
Is it a Beethoven Quartet-say the great posthumous 
example in B flat major? Once more it is the 
melodious Cavatina which will inevitably make the 
most powerful appeal to the majority. Is it 
'Die Meistersinger'? Learned and unlearned alike 
are probably agreed that the most supremely 
beautiful page of the whole work is the Quintet, 
based directly on the Prize Song; no one, at all 
events, would deny that it is one of the most 
beautiful. And such instances could be multiplied 
indefinitely. Whenever the composer is most lyrical, 
the most definitely melodious, he will almost 
invariably produce the maximum effect. By general 
consent these are reckoned the choicest pages of all- 
the supremest inspirations. Nor is it necessary to 
consider at the moment whether the majority are 
right in holding this opinion or not. I am concerned 
just now merely to point out that this at any rate is 
the general view. 

And taking composers instead of works you find the 
same standard of judgment adopted. The greatest 
praise which can be bestowed on Mozart by most is 
to say that he was a master of melody. Is Schubert 
in question ? He is referred to at once as a supremely 
gifted melodist. Does Dvorik's name come up ? His 
exceptional endowment in the same respect is inevitably 
cited as his chief claim to distinction. Is Brahms voted 
dull by many? The principal reason probably is 
because he was so much less gifted in this way. And 
no less applies to composers still living. What made 
the prodigious success of ' Hansel und Gretel ' ? More 
than anything I suspect its stores of pretty tunes--for 
all the clever treatment of them would have gone for 
little if they themselves had lacked interest and 
charm. If Strauss does not deal very largely in 
definite melodies, very strong and characteristic themes 
are at any rate one of the leading features of his work. 
Elgar is distinguished in much the same way, and so 
far as the general public is concerned owes the unique 
popularity which he enjoys as a serious British com- 
poser almost entirely to his gifts as an inventor of 
good tunes which everyone can get hold of. 

Then among the younger men it is not without 
significance that one of the most successful-practically 
the only one indeed who excites anything like genuine 
enthusiasm in the concert room-is Percy Grainger, 
whose music is strikingly, one might even say aggres- 
sively, tuney, and in virtueof this fact secures an amount 
of success as a rule which in the opinion of some is 
even in excess of its deserts. But this only serves to 
illustrate still further how great is the power of tune 
and melody and to make one wonder all the more 
why such a potent resource should suffer such 
amazing neglect at the hands of so many modern 
composers. 

I am not suggesting that they should not write 
music of what may be called the non-thematic type 
when they are moved to do so. On the contrary music 
of this type has always existed, as I have pointed out 
already-even if in the past it was of a very different 
order from that which is being produced so copiously 
to-day. But in no previous age has it been favoured 
exclusively. Even granting that the current examples 
in this style are all that their warmest champions can 
say, why need such an overwhelming proportion of 
modern music be cast in this particular mould ? 

It is really a problem which should be seriously 
investigated in the interests of the musical community 

at large. I am not thinking now of the more wild 
experimentings of the Sch6nberg and Busoni schools, 
or the sheer anarchism of Ornstein and his fellow 
'futurists,' but of what might be considered the 
ordinary everyday output of what passes as normal 
modern music by such men as Debussy, Ravel, 
Florent Schmitt, Delius, Cyril Scott, Frank Bridge, 
and scores of others who might be named. Much of 
it is beyond doubt exceedingly clever in the technical 
sense, and also it comprises of course music of the 
most widely different kinds, but it all seems to have 
one common characteristic in its studied disregard of 
the claims of definite melody and thematic interest; 
and it would be really interesting to know the cause. 

Is it a case of deliberate abstention, lack of 
inspiration, or what? Some years ago a well- 
known musical comedy composer caused considerable 
stir by some remarks which he made on this subject of 
melodic inspiration in classical music. All the serious 
composers, he declared in effect, would give anything 
to be able to write one of the despised popular tunes of 
the day which take the town by storm, but they 
couldn't do it to save their lives. However that may 
be, it is certain that they could do a great deal better 
than they are doing at present in this matter of 
thematic invention if they tried; or, at all events, it is 
to be hoped so. It is indeed impossible to believe 
that some of the examples of the sort which I have 
referred to can represent the best that modern 
musicianship is capable of under this head. Yet if 
this assumption is correct, what is the explanation ? 
Why do not the composers in question give us 
something better ? 

One possible explanation, I am disposed to think, 
is to be found in that misguided fear of being too 
readily understood which seems to obsess such a 
number of the composers of the present day, and in 
virtue of which many would, I verily believe, rather be 
obscure and unattractive than beautiful and obvious. 
For these vague, amorphous, characterless themes 
favoured at the present time undoubtedly lend 
themselves more readily to treatment of the cryptic 
and supersubtle order than those of a more straight- 
forward and definite cast. 

But whatever the cause, the fact itself is hardly to 
be gainsaid. And what is more, the composers 
themselves suffer hardly less on account of it than the 
public; for I think there can be little doubt that to 
this circumstance is largely due that lack of popularity 
and appreciation which so many have occasion to 
lament 

to.-day. 
This is indeed one of the most 

striking and significant facts in connection with the 
musical world at the present time: the amazingly 
small number of the many serious composers before 
the public who can be said to enjoy any sort of real 
popularity. Many of them doubtless have acquired 
considerable reputations in virtue of the steady output 
of ambitious works possessed of more or less technical 
cleverness. But though these works may be listened 
to with respect at the time of their production, and 
spoken of in more or less flattering terms by the 
cognoscenti, few ever want to hear them again, and in 
nine cases out of ten they never are heard again. 

The explanation, I am convinced, is largely to be 
found in their lack of melody and their general 
thematic poverty. They do not satisfy what is one of 
the fundamental requirements of the average hearer- 
to wit, if not actual melody and tune, at all events 
thematic interest of some sort or other ; and in default 
of this they go for nothing. They may be as clever 
as you like in the technical sense, but they afford no 
genuine enjoyment to even the most cultivated and 
well-disposed hearer, because so hopelessly deficient 
is this all-essential requisite. They possess in many 
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cases every qualification for success except-the one 
thing needful, in the shape of thematic inspiration. 
The musical public at large is as fond of tune to-day 
as ever, but it no longer obtains it. It asks for bread 
and gets-a colourable imitation which bears about 
the same resemblance to the genuine article as the 
German war-bread. The hungry sheep look up and 
are not fed but, 'swollen with the rank mist,' are 
invited to accept this diet as satisfying and nutritious 
under the blessed name of-atmosphere! 

Is it surprising in the circumstances that music of 
the type in question enjoys in general so little real 
favour? The point is that it is really in a sense a 
different kind of music altogether from anything that 
has been known before-different not merely in the 
sense that Beethoven is different from Bach, Brahms 
from Beethoven, and so on, but different in the sense 
that for the first time what has hitherto been regarded 
by composers of every school as one of the indispens- 
able elements of the art, namely thematic interest, is 
deliberately ignored. For the first time in the history 
of modern music composers seem to have deliberately 
forsworn the creation of tune-to have confessed them- 
selves either unable or unwilling to continue the 
production of what has always been recognised 
hitherto as constituting one of the supreme tests of 
musical creative power. Here is surely a very extra- 
ordinary state of affairs, and one which warrants more 
attention than it has hitherto received. 

WHAT OF ENGLISH MUSIC? 

BY CHARLES KENNEDY SCOTT. 

'A committee has been formed, under the patronage 
of highly-placed personages, with a view to encouraging 
the introduction of Russian music into the United 
Kingdom.' 

(From a memorandum issued by the newly-formed 
Russian Music Committee.) 

'A few English musicians have been meeting recently 
to discuss the formation of an English Music Society, 
which should attempt the consolidation and furtherance 
of a national outlook on our own music. Such a 
Society would also act as a needful check to efforts like 
the above, from which we are in danger of substituting 
the yoke of a friendly for, at the moment, that of an 
unfriendly power. 

'It is surely undesirable that German, Russian, or any 
other foreign music should exist with us as a settled 
and vested enterprise, though in its subordinate relation 
to our own national activities it is welcome. To show 
hospitality is praiseworthy ; to let it operate against our 
rightful interests is reprehensible. Our first duty is 
to ourselves.' -C.K.S. 
At a time when we are defending our political 

existence, it is opportune to consider whether we 
should not fight for other things also-things even 
more precious to us than material possessions. We 
are aware of foes without. Are we sufficiently alive 
to more insidious, disintegrating forces which lurk 
within ? 

We own an imperium over, I believe, a third of the 
globe. Where is the musical soul, proudly-poised, 
clear-eyed, alert, which should parallel such a gigantic 
phenomenon, or adequately reflect, even, the spirit of 
that more limited but not unimportant area which we 
call England ? In truth it might have been said (it 
is fortunately less true now) that we had gained the 
world only to lose this soul. 

Yet such a soul was apparent once; and it is 
imperative that we should redress the follies by which 
we lost it, if we would reassume, thoroughly, that 
healthy activity of body and soul which, as Aristotle 
said, is the true condition of happiness. 

How did we lose so precious a possession ? Briefly, 
by forgetting our own traditions and achievements; 
by forgetting that the musical impulse of a country 
must be rooted in the racial emotions of its folk; by 
forgetting that professionalism is no substitute for 
what should be a general love and interest; by 
forgetting that though the easy way is to live 
parasitically on the labours of foreign composers, its 
result is to atrophy native power, and, in the end, 
prevent even the discrimination of that which we 
thought so luxuriously to enjoy. 

Are these assertions true ? Assuredly. Till the 
end of the I6th century-it may be during the 17th- 
we had a glorious school of English music. In the 
main we produced what we consumed, and had 
enough and to spare even for others. Then with a 
fashion set for foreign music (which took shape so 
disastrously under Charles II.), we followed false gods, 
and gave them habitation here. We persuaded 
ourselves that the genius of France was our genius, 
that Handel was our Messiah, and Mendelssohn our 
true prophet; and finally lost reason to the extent 
that a composer such as Gounod could deal with 
us as he chose. Meanwhile a few individuals and 
societies, who in no way represented English taste, 
kept alive a well-intentioned but more or less 
innocuous enthusiasm for our old madrigals and the 
like; and, what was more important, our village life 
stored and treasured for us a wealth of native song, 
unsullied by foreign elements, the very spirit of 
England and of her folk (though we did not realise 
this till a decade or so ago, which may be taken as 
an eloquent commentary on the absolute divorce 
between English music, as practised by her musicians, 
and the English soul). 

Fortunately we are moving towards happier 
conditions. It is our business to accelerate the 
movement. The time is propitious, and must be 
taken by the forelock. 

It may be said at once that with the complex 
developments of modern life, the easy intercourse of 
one nation with another, and the almost overwhelming 
resources of present-day art (through which sincerity 
of utterance may well fail), it is difficult to arrive at a 
rationale of nationalism that will stand every test of 
criticism. A musician of undoubted excellence, like 
Delius, though born in England, may be hard to place 
in any national category; another, like Cyril Scott, 
may seem to have no predecessor among his own 
countrymen in the line of his special style. In short, 
individuality must be reckoned with as well as 
nationality; and much discussion will turn upon 
the relative claims of these two factors. 

But this much is certain: Individuality, however 
great, cannot be independent of influence. The 
mightiest artist, as someone has said, has always a 
thousand others behind him-and this not only in 
the matter of artifice but of spirit ; and the problem 
for us is so to organize our musical life that the 
right influences pour in upon us,-on composer, 
executant, and public alike. 

What should those influences be ? To answer this 
we may ask another question, What is art for? 
Different replies may be given. This is surely the 
most commendable: To interpret national life; to 
raise national feeling into a religion, so that voxj ofuli becomes for us, in very truth, vox Del. 

The individual who has received influences from 
the world as a sort of huge no-man's land, may 
by the force of his genius (though it will seldom 
happen) transmute those influences into forms of 
beauty. But such forms will be of hybrid growth, 
indicative of nothing save themselves, and they 
will revert to type the moment natural conditions 
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